
Note :-

(i) All questions are compulsory. Draw the figure whe,ever

necessf!.l'Y. 

(ii) Marks of constructions should be distinct. They should not l;,e

1. 

rubbed off. 

(iii) Do not use calculator.

(iu) Figure is necessary ro{- the proof of the theorem . 

Solve any six sub-ques-:tions 

{i) If the angle 8 -= --60
°

, find the value of sin e.

(ii) Find the side of· a square whose diagonal is 16.J2 cm.
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(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

In the following figure, {i) is the centre of the circle. PA and PB 

are the tangents to the I circle at points A and B respectively. 

If l(P A) = 7 cm, then fincl l(PB). 

State th, slope and y-intereep\ of the line y = 3x - 5. 

Find the total surface area of J! cube with side 1 metre.

Two circles with radii 4 cm and 3 cm touch each other externally. 

Find the distance between their centres. 

(vii) If F = 6, V = 8. Using Euler's forn1ula, find the value of E.



2. Solve any five sub-questions : 10 

(i) In the figure given below in ti PQR, seg RS is the angle bisector

of L PRQ. If PS = 4, SQ = 6, PR = 10, find QR.

(ii) In the followin,g figure, Q is the centre! of the circle. Line PM and line

PN are tangents to the circle. If L ?IIPN = 70°, then find L MQN.



3. 

(iii) If sin O = {
5

3
, where •fl 1s acute angle, :find the value of cos O. 

(iu) 1f a sector of a circle with radius 10 cm has central angle 18". Find 

the area of the sector. (,. = 3.14) 

(u) Convert the following equation into ,y - nµ + c form and find ,ne

slope 

(ui) Eliminate 0, if : 

x y 
-+-=1 
3 2 

x = p sec O., y = q tan e,. 

Solve any four sub-questions : 12 

(i) Curved surface 1:1,rea of a cone with base radius 20 cm 1�

500 7t sq. cm. Find the height of the cone. 



(ii) CClnstruct the circumcircle of cquilat,;r:J,1 6. l'(lft 'llil.l, ,,id,, 1;,:1 ,:rn.

(iii) Find the value of K if A(4, 11), B(2, 5), C(f:i, KJ um collinc:ur points.

(iv) A boy is. at a distance of 40 metres from a t.rc:r, a.nd mukca an

angle of elevation of 60° with the wp of the tr,,c. Whut i11 the neight 

of the tree ?

(v) In the following figure, in t:,. ABC, AP ill the median. If AP = 12,

AB2 + AC2 
= 320, th{!n find BC. 



4. Solve any l'hree sub-questions : 12 

(i) Seg AN and seg Ci\-1 are the n1edians o[ u ABC Ln which

L B = 90°. Prove t.hnt. •HA1'l� + CI\12) = 5AC2.

A 

B N C 

(ii) Prove thnt the opposite angles of n cyclic quadrilateral are

supplementary. 

(iii) Construct u Ll\>IN such that �I = 6.6 c1n. L LNM = 65° and ND

is median and ND = 5 cm. 



5. 

(iu) From the top of a lighthouse 120 m high two :,hip$

side of the lighthouse are observed. The angle:;: c,f cie�=kr:: .:� :::°:-=-

ships as seen from tne lighthouse are found to be 30° c::.::.d iC'. ? c. 

the distance between the two ships. (Assume tht,.t the rw .. , $"·::-:;; �c

bottom of the lighthouse are in a line.) 

Solve any four sub-questions 

(i) A(5, 4), B(-3, -2) and C(l, -S). are the verticet' l>f a crittnf:<' .-Gi..�.
 

Find the equation of m,edian AD and equation of lint'

AC passing thraugh point B. 

(ii) !:i. AMT - t:i. AfIE. In l:i. Al\lIT, Af;l = 6.3 cm. " �l...\.T = �:.:lv.

AT 
l.VlA 7 

= 4.9 cm and .HA = -
5 

l(AE). 

Construct Q AHE. \Vi:ite t\AH.' .;: ·�· .. .... ,. ....... 

(iii) Prove that the ratio of areas· of two sin1ilal' trim,gle$ 1s •\.1l:°": r,:

the square of the ratio of their correspondi_n� :::id�:::. 



(iv) In thlil foU�win� fgu.re. tl::: inscribed circle of 6 ABC with centre

P tl'l11:he$ Hw �c!.� AB. BC and AC at points L, M, N respectively. 

Show t.h:tt .-\,.i -�(\ = .1 
x ::,erimeter of t:, ABC) x (radius of

in:,,t'.ribed t'ircle'. 

(v) A cuboidal sha� ,·e&..�1 with dimensions 44 cm x 35 cm x 20 cm

is tille<l with water upro the height of 17 cm. A spherical solid 

t I b ll I·_, placed into the ,·essel; due to this 231 cm3 water
men a 

overflows. Find the radius oi the ball. 




